
A recovering alcoholic, Sheriff DON PERIN, patrols the streets of a sleepy town in western PA.
Outside his duties in law, Don serves as both a loving husband to his pregnant wife, MARNIE
PERIN, as well as a stepdad to her teenage son, COLE PERIN. Marnie leaves for her early
hospital shift one morning when the nurse is taken by surprise by two figures that appear in the
road. A BLACK BOY BLACK EYED KID (B.E.K.) alongside a long haired GIRL B.E.K., stand
alone in the street. The girl B.E.K. uses her distraught appearance to evoke worry in Marnie
which causes her to open her car door for the tattered teenager, concerned for her safety. The
girl B.E.K. leads her directly into a trap, where a TEEN BOY B.E.K. and the black eyed boy
B.E.K. wait to take Marnie as their victim.

The only information on her disappearance is video footage of the children, their black eyes very
apparent. As this description gets out, a few people suggest that the disappearance may have
something to do with an old story about the 'Children of Nephilim.'  These ideas are not taken
seriously by Don and Cole at first, who both struggle to fight off the thought that she left them
behind intentionally. This changes, however, when a deputy of the town goes to visit his
mistress but instead finds a bloodbath covering the house. The neighborhood priest named
FATHER RIZZO furthers the connection between the disappearance, murder, and the ‘Children
of Nephilim’ by recalling knowledge he learned many years prior. He explains to Don that it was
thought that evil angels came down from heaven and slept with humans. The resulting children
were then referred to as the 'Children of Nephilim' who were then kicked out of heaven by God
and landed in Western Pennsylvania. He explains to Don that the children must be collecting
blood from certain people in order to perform a baptism of their leader.

Clues run out until MARVIN, Don’s alcoholic father, encounters the Black Eyed Kids, who spare
his life after taking his dogs. Don, Marvin, and a few others then follow blood trails to an old
railroad car in which they find Marnie tied up next to the three ‘Black Eyes Kids’. After a short
fight, the group manages to save Marnie and drive to a hospital where they hope to be safe.

Don sends his step-son home with his girlfriend, hoping they will rest easy there. However,
shortly after they arrive, the three ‘Black Eyes Kids’ locate the young lovers and reveal Cole’s
girlfriend’s unfaithfulness. This sends Cole off the edge, who then gives his life to the ‘Black
Eyes Kids’. It is then revealed that Don lived his entire life with internal anger towards his father,
Marvin, for never being a part of his life. However, Marvin explains that his mother never told
him the truth. Marvin reveals that he was locked in a cage during his time in combat, and wasn’t
rescued until the day that Don was born. His PTSD following his release caused him to dive
deeper into alcoholism, which landed him as the town hobo and drunk. This story resonates with
Don, who then forgives his father for his mistakes. Following the capture of Cole, the’ Black
Eyed Kids’ return to the hospital for Marnie’s baby, but are fought off by Don and Marvin
successfully using a cross that causes the demons to burst into smoke. Directly after they
successfully kill off the demons, a nurse comes in to see Don and Marvin standing over Marnie’s
cut up body and mistakes them as the guilty ones. This nurse then shoots both Marvin and Don
to their deaths, leaving the priest as the only survivor.

After all that Don has done to protect his family, the townspeople talk about how Don fell off the
wagon and how he was always a raging drunk. Marnie walks in a graveyard to visit Cole’s



grave, her newborn in her arms. She tells the baby to say hi to her older brother, and the baby’s
eyes open, entirely black.


